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Sofa Sleeper RV Mechanism

The following is an introduction to Sofa Sleeper RV

Mechanism, LINKREST hope to help you better understand

Sofa Sleeper RV Mechanism. Welcome new and old

customers to continue to cooperate with us to create a better

future together!

Product Description

Pullout Popup Sofabed Mechanisms

LINKREST is one of the leading Sofa Sleeper RV Mechanism manufacturers and
suppliers in China. Our future is dependent on our passion for more value added and
brand new designing, high quality products and professional service while meeting our
finacial objectives. We have been investing in R&D, automatic production lines, and
finding the best solution to reduce the cost and lead time for customer satisfaction. Raw
material and transportation cost are on the rise, we have dedicated ourselves on finding
technical solutions like our DIY mechanisms and redesigned construction to ensure
customer satisfaction.

Sofa Sleeper RV Mechanism Features & Benefits:
1. Fit to traditional stationary backrest design,head board can be hided inside the fixed
backrest.
2. Super comfort both sitting and sleeping due to all no sagging sinuous spring in the
deck.
3. No need a separated mattress.
4. Fit to low leg and high leg styles as well as low seat design.
5. Safe linkage design to avoid the hurts issues.
6. No gap between the arm and cushion to protect mobile phone from damage,but bed
sheet can be spread.
7. Opposite power springs assistant for one finger to open and close.
8. Middle part and pillow part can use mattress construction like mattress foam and fabric,
because these two parts can be hided inside.
See Video:https://youtu.be/DLN5suVPzxw
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Sofa Sleeper RV Mechanism Models & Mounting Width
Model Number Size Mounting width

SEF750 Single 750mm

SEF1100 Twin 1100mm

SEF1400 Full 1400mm

SEF1500 Queen 150mm

SEF1700 King 1700mm

Sofa Sleeper RV Mechanism Mounting Drawing
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